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GRAVITY FIELD OF THE WORLD'S OCEANS 
1:40 000 000 
By Williarn F. Haxby 
Boulder, Colorado: National Geophysical Data 
Center, 1987 

This beautiful SEASAT image, in full colour and 
suitable for wall display, is of interest not only as a 
reference document for geoscience professionals, but also 
for anyone interested in the form and fabric of the 
seafloor. Portraying the gravitational effect of seafloor 
topography, this image reveals previously unmapped 
features such as seamounts, ridges and fracture zones, 
improves the resolution of inadequately mapped features, 
and resolved unusual patterns in the gravity field that may 
be evidence for previously unknown dynamic processes 
occurring in the upper mantle beneath the oceans. 

Preparation of this image has been supported primarily 
by the Office of Naval Research; publication is a joint 
effort between the Office of Naval Research, the National 
Geophysical Data Center and the Lamont-Doherty Geo
logical Observatory of Columbia University. The image is 
distributed to the public by NGDC and by World Data 
Center A for Marine Geology and. Geophysics as Report 
MGG-3. 

A magnetic tape containing the 5-min gridded SEASAT 
gravity data is available from NGDC. The tape contains 
1728 5-min latitude bands corresponding to the SEASAT 
orbital coverage of 72 degrees north and south of the 
Equator. Gravity anomalies are given to 0.1 mgal. 

Ordering address: National Geophysical Data Center, 
NOAA Code E/GC3, 325 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80303-
3328, USA. 

(From publisher's flyer] 

CHINA TODAY AND IN THE YEAR 2000 
JRO Topic Maps 
Munich; Suddeutscher Verlag, 1987 

It sounds/an almost utopian plan; to quadruple the 
economic productivity of the People's Republic of China 
within a decade and a half, and at the same time to 
guarantee its people, by then over 1200 millions, a modest 
level of prosperity. The country's many disadvantages in 
natural resources and economic structure· and system 
militate against the realization of this plan. But it is the 
future development of her domestic politics which will 
fmally decide the success or failure of the new "Chinese 
road to Socialism". 

This wall map looks at problems encountered by 
China's modernization programme, among them: 

• The enormous size and very uneven distribution of 
population, leading to a concentration of population 
and industry in the east and south-east, while primary 
energy sources are located in the north and north-west. 

• Cumbersome and inadequate agricultural and industrial 
organization and infrastructure. 

• A poor transport network leading to unreliable distri
bution for a large part of the population and 
insufficient carrying capacity for coal and raw materials 
from north to south. 
The unit is completed by a review of present plans for 
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modernization, and looks forward to the end of the 
century. 

This is a recent example from the excellent JRO Topic 
Map Series. These maps are published ten times yearly and 
may be purchased singly (UK £4.95) or by subscription 
UK £42.50). 

Each issue comprises two full-colour maps in a folder: 
one, a very large wall map and the other an identical desk 
version of the same map. Comprehensive teaching notes 
are printed on the reverse of the smaller map. 

Ordering address: European Schoolbooks Ltd, Croft 
Street, Cheltenham GL53 OHX. 

[From publisher's publicity] 

1987 UK HYPERMARKETS AND 
SUPERSTORES WALL MAP 
Reading: Unit for Retail Planning Information 

This map shows the locations of all stores either open 
or with plarming permission, with details of the retail 
operator. The map also shows, for the first time, the UK 
road system so that store locations are more easily 
identified. The map may be purchased with or without 
the accompanying Pocket Guide to UK Hypermarkets and 
Superstores and the 1987 List of Hypermarkets and 
Superstores. 

Price: £13.60 (map only) or £49.30 for the whole 
package. 

Ordering address: The Unit for Retail Planning Infor
mation Ltd, 6-10 Bridge Street, Reading RG 1 2LU. 

THE BREAKUP AND DISPERSION 
OFPANGEA 
By J.L. Olivet et a/ 
Pau: Elf Aquitaine and Brest: IFREMER, 1987 

The large scale map of the earth as well as the six 
explanatory figures on the reverse illustrate the relative 
movements of all major plates resulting from the breakup 
and dispersion of Pangea since 180-170 M a. 

The present position of Africa was chosen as the main 
frame of reference on the principal map. Such a choice 
results from the central position of Africa within Pangea, 
based on the view of several authors that Africa moved 
little with respect to the earth's axis of rotation. The 
homogenous graphic presentation chosen for the map 
and the six figures highlights the division into two major 
phases before and after anomaly 34. 

It appears that the general distribution of the earth's 
plates has not changed dramatically since they constituted 
Pangea: two contrasted hemispheres seem always to have 
been present, the first dominated by the Pacific Ocean, 
the second made up mainly of continents. 

This three-colour map is part of an atlas of 80 maps, 
Kinematic reconstruction of the Atlantic Ocean and 
Tethys area to be published in 1988 by Elf Aquitaine and 
IFREMER. 

Price for this map alone: FF 60.- or US$10.- (flat or 
folded). 

Ordering address: Elf Aquitaine Edition, 64018 Pau 
CEDEX, France. 

[From publisher's flyer] 




